
Quality Specification

 
Lifter : Elastomer resin
Base : Polycarbonate resin
Lever : Piano wire (Nickle aluminizing)

Holder : Wild tree (Urethan coating) ＊length of body = 15mm
Accessories : Instructions, double  sided tape, position ruler

Body : Centershaft and flat plate (SUS304),  Metallic part (brass)

Before use, please read the instructions and keep it on hand.

I 山路を登りながら[ INSTRUCTIONS ] 山路を登りながら
山路を登りながら

Precaution for Use

How to Use ( Setting Method)

❶ Adjust the length 

❷ Align the position 

〈Part names〉  Upper-lever

Stop lever
( left : lock ⇔ right : unlock )

Height adjustment screw

[ Holder ][ Armmate, main body ] 

Stand
Base

( double sided tape attached)

Arm lifter
( Place tone arm on the circular part.)

(Press the tone arm to start the operation, which will lift the  arm lifter.) 

Surface : Nickle aluminizing

    ■ Remove the arm mate and holder from the box. (Arm lifter positioned upward)

■ Adjust the turn table (rubber mat) first without placing a record.

① Lift the arm lifter side against the main body attached to tone arm.

② Loosen the screw of the arm mate, and set it to the same height of the arm lifter. 

* Use the cartridge protector to prevent damage to the tip of the needle. 

* In case height adjustment for the installation of the arm mate, use the attached holder.   
   If the holder still does not fit, substitute with suitable parts.  

Connect with the line

① Measuring the width from the center of the turntable to the final groove of the LP. 

＊ Set it slightly less than the actual measurement.

□ Although the surface is aluminized, it may still get discolored over time.
＊ Before playing, move arm lifter up and down a few times to test the operation.
□ Inner oil can solidify at low temperatures which may cause the malfunctioning. Warm temperature use is recommended.
□ Do not use it for any purpose other than stated.  □ Do not take parts apart since each part is precisely built.

Set your record on the turntable of the record player, and it automatically lifts up the tone arm at the end of the LP.
The oil dump function lifts up the tone arm gently so that it does not jump suddenly or unexpectedly. There is nothing to worry about even if the user falls asleep
 in the middle of use.
 

④ If not using the arm mate, the arm lifter can be rocked by moving the lever to the left.
      When not using arm mate, rest the arm lifter. 

② Draw a line of the length measured in ① with a position ruler . Place the position ruler on the fulcrum point 
      with the arm lifter pressed. When the upper lever and the line are aligned, remove the double sided tape
      attached to the base and affix it accordingly.

＊ Place the tone arm on the circular part.

③ After the arm mate is set, let down the arm lifter and play  the record. 
      Check to see the tone arm touches the arm lifter and the arm lifter rises at the end of play. 
      Make sure position and height are set correctly.
  ＊ Upon playing a record, make sure that the arm lifter stays downward. 
     If it touches the tone arm, it may cause damage to a record or the needle.

Place position ruler 
to the fulcrum point

Draw a length line 
and connect it with upper lever

Measuring the width from the center to the final groove.
.
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